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1.

Germany would like to report on two accidents related to the degassing of cargo tanks.

2.

February 2015 – Accident report annex 1

This accident caused the death of one person who fell upon entering a cargo tank degassed
by ventilation (after carrying UN 1114) and then died probably of asphyxiation due to the
lack of oxygen in the cargo tank.
As far as is known, the person entered the cargo tank without wearing protective equipment
and without being secured. Apparently, the upper part of the cargo tank was tested for
explosive gases but not for toxic gases or oxygen level.
Two persons involved in rescue attempts were hospitalized for a short time.
3.

March 2016 – Accident report annex 2

Three persons were killed and substantial damage to property occurred in this accident.
Two cargo tanks were opened at the top by an explosion completely separating the tank top
with all superstructures. The cargo tanks did not show any other deformations.
A tank vessel of closed type N lay unloaded in a shipyard. The unloading of a product that
has to be carried heated to above its flash-point was done several days prior to the incident.
Evidence available so far shows that welding operations were carried out on the tank tops of
two cargo tanks although there was no gas-free certificate. These operations probably caused
an explosion in the cargo tanks that still contained an explosive gas/air mixture.
In an initial preliminary opinion, an expert recommended that it should be required to inert
the cargo tanks during unloading of the cargo if dangerous goods have been carried heated
to above their flash-point.
4.
The German delegation would also like to refer to an accident that, according to a
press report in the Frankfurter Allgemeine Zeitung (online edition), occurred on the Danube
in Austria on 6 September 2015. According to this report, three able crewmen died when they
entered an empty space probably due to a lack of oxygen.
The ship in question did not carry dangerous goods. However, the German delegation is of
the opinion that the operation is independent of the vessel type.
5.
In the opinion of the German delegation, these incidents reiterate the great importance
of the thematic field “degassing of cargo tanks” addressed by the informal working group.
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On the one hand, the requirements as regards the degassing of cargo tanks and cargo spaces,
work in explosion danger areas and entering holds on dry-cargo vessels and tank vessels need
to be laid down in the provisions in a clear, unambiguous and safety-oriented way. On the
other hand, it is also important to intensively instruct and train the persons working on board
to prevent such accidents and fatalities in the future.
6.
For the incident described under number 3, the Safety Committee could examine,
beyond the findings of the working group, whether there are loopholes in the code with regard
to the carriage of elevated temperature substances and whether the applicability of paragraph
7.2.3.7.6 of ADN and section 8.3.5 of ADN is sufficiently clear also in cases where such
work is carried out by third parties (trade contractors, shipyards).
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